Introduction
Quaternions are mathematical objects which are extensively used in computer vision, computer graphics, and robotics. However, their application in the above domains is exclu− sively related to a 3D rotation representation and inter− polation.
In this research we were interested in use of quaternions for geometric specification of a multi−camera system. We have found how epipoles of camera pairs can be used to rep− resent camera poses in the quaternion domain.
Since the equations used in applications of the proposed representation are new and their derivations are based on fun− damental properties of the quaternion algebra, we make the presentation of quaternion mathematical properties, in a so− mewhat different notation and approach than in literature.
After a description of quaternion algebra and representa− tion of rotations in a quaternion domain, we focus on special rotations and their quaternions. They are related to Carte− sian axis and epipoles.
The z rotational quaternion and epipole directional qua− ternions are used to represent the camera poses, i.e. their ori− entations and relative locations. The concept is based on the novel quaternion epipolar decomposition. Quadratic form of the essential matrix is also related to quaternion factors.
The presented theory is applied to basic problems we encounter at design of a free view point television (FTV) system [1] [2] [3] [4] .
Quaternion space
The quaternion space K is defined by the Euclidean space E 4 as the element set [5] . Therefore, primary, K is the 4D vector space equipped with the Euclidean norm.
However, the algebraic structure of elements a K Î is analogous to the structure of complex numbers. Namely, a consists of the real part a 0 and the imaginary part a. In case of quaternion, the imaginary part is a vector a R The above notation is a kind of compact convention. In the full notation we should apply the reference quaternion elements (a vector base) e e e e 0 , , , Note that in computer graphics, in a standard notation, e 0 is ignored as a unit element, and the remaining reference elements are denoted by symbols i, j, k e e i e j e k 0 a a a a , , , Further, in this text, we use the index notation: e 0 , e x , e y , e z . However, the element e 0 is skipped in the relevant equa− tions.
As for complex numbers, conjugation of the quaternion a is defined by the negation of the vectorial imaginary part 2 . Therefore to compute the product of any two quater− nions, it is sufficient to know the product of any reference quaternions. They are defined in the following axioms: 2. Element e 0 is a mutiplicative one:
a) e e e e e From the above form of the product quaternion c it is obvious that the lack of commutativity for product of qua− ternions is a direct consequence of the lack of commuta− tivity for product of vectors 
Rotational quaternion
From the application point of view, probably the most es− sential property of quaternions is their capability for 3D rotation representation [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . This fact is expressed in the following theorem. 
The axis of the rotation is parallel to the vector q, while the angle of the rotation equals a = -arccos( ) 2 1 0 2 q . If we interpret the quaternion as the sum of a real part defined on the axis e 0 , and the imaginary part defined with respect to the axes e x , e y , e z , then the above theorem on the rotation representation is illustrated in Fig. 1 .
Remark: In Eq. (1) x is the imaginary quaternion, (cf. Fig. 2 ), i.e.
This transform exhibits the following features:
1. R q is the linear mapping of the Euclidean space E 3 into itself: a) Linearity of R q follows on from bilinearity of quater− nion product
The mapping R q is onto as: y x = ®x y =(since for unit length elements their inverse equals their conjugation);
c) The mapping R q is one−to−one:
3. The imaginary part of the quaternion q is the fixed point of the isometry R q .
However,
Hence, R( ) = . 4. The set of all fixed points for the isometry R q creates a straight line span{q}: a) From the linearity of R q we obtain if 
Observe that if x q , then R x x q ( ) ¹ . Beacuse from the definition
= -+´= = -+0
If q 0 0 ¹ , then R x x q ( ) ¹ because the vector q x is per− pendicular to x and at the same time it is part of R x q ( ). Therefore, x cannot be the fixed point.
Therefore, all fixed points of R q are included in span{q}. 5. The isometry R q is the rotation around the axis span{q} by the angle a = -arccos( ) 2 1 0 2 q : a) By property 4 we conclude that the straight line span{q} satisfies the condition of the rotation axis.
b) It is sufficient to check for any unit vector x q , that the angle a between x and its transformed form R x q ( ) is fixed (independent of x) and its cosinus equals 2 1 0 2 q -. By Eq. (2) we compute
On the other hand we have
c) The matrix R of the linear isometry R q is of the form
It follows on from Eq. (1) Rx q x qxx q xx qxq Eq. (3) is the recipe for transition from the rotation quaternion to the rotation matrix. In applications it is also important to compute an inverse transition: from the rota− tion matrix R to the rotation quaternion q.
Fisrtly, we look for the imaginary part q 0 . To this goal we apply the matrix trace operator tr [x] .
By a simple algebraic computations, we obtain: 
The imaginary part q is determined by applying the matrix asymetry operator $ X to both sides of Eq. (3)
Note that for the symmetric matrix X, its asymetry vector $ X = 0. However, for the hat matrix X u = $ (as expected) its asymetry vector is u.
Therefore, 
Remark: Two quaternions corresponding to the given rotation matrix R follow on from ambuiguity of determining the rotation angle and the rotation axis: the change of angle sign is related to to the change of direction for the direc− tional vector of the rotation axis.
Finally, in this point, we justify the direct relationship between q 0 , q and the angle a, the directional vector w for the rotation axis.
We know that q 
Further the quaternion defined by Eq. (8) will be deno− ted by q w,a .
Special rotations and their quaternions
The concept of the camera pose representation ( , )
R u in the quaternion domain is based on special rotations whose com− position produces the rotation matrix R.
As a matter of fact there are two kinds of special rota− tions which are used in decomposition of the rotation R: a) the rotation around Cartesian system axis, i.e. R e z ,a ; b) the directional rotation which maps a Cartesian axis, for instance z axis to the given direction u.
In the further discussion, the spherical angles l m u v , defined as in Fig. 3 , will be useful.
Rotations around Cartesian axes
In graphics applications frequently an arbitrary rotation of an object is implemented by a composition of rotations around Cartesian axes.
For instance a rotation of a virtual camera is usually obtained on the basis of a position change by the mouse cur− for the right mouse but− ton being kept, where k is the conversion factor from pixels to degrees.
Note that the rotations do not create any independent set of rotational transformations, in the sense that a rotation of one type can be obtained by compositions of rotations selec− ted from two other types.
For instance a rotation around X axis by the angle a can be obtained by compositions of rotations with respect to the axes Y and Z . (10) We verify Eq. (10) 
where
where l l = w , m m = = w 0. In the quaternion domain, the most general Eq. (11) 
We verify Eq. (14) 
Standard directional rotation and its quaternion
Besides axial rotations, directional rotations are very com− mon in 3D graphics applications. For instance, when a game player likes to redirect virtual camera viewing vector (nor− Opto−Electron. Rev., 21, no. 1, 2013 W. Skarbek mally, it is e z direction) to a point in the scene which is visi− ble at the direction u, then, the directional rotation is a natu− ral tool which implements this task. In this context we con− sider the following redirection problem:
Quite direct and simple solution of the above problem is a selection of the rotation axis along the normal vector to plane span{e u z , } and the rotation angle as a l = u , i.e. the spherical angle between the axis e z and the direction u.
The specified normal axis directional vector u^is easily computed
While the equation for the rotation angle a follows
The rotation R u û ,l
is the directional rotation for the vector u. The quaternion of the directional rotation is denoted by q u and has the form of
We verify the correctness of the rotational quaternion q u as the solution of redirection problem. Namely, the fol− lowing properties are true: 
Angles with
u Ð = Ð´= - ( , ) ,( , )
Arbitrary directional rotation
The rotation R u û ,l is not the unique solution of redirection problem. Namely, all matrices R which satisfy the following four conditions are rotation matrices solving the problem, i.e. satisfying Re z u = :
We can describe the family of matrix solutions for redi− rection problem using the parameter t p 
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Hence, det( )
Epipolar decomposition for rotation quaternion
The concept of epipoles refers to special points which be− long to the epipolar line, i.e. the straight line which connects the camera centers and, at the same time, they belong to cameras projective planes [11] [12] [13] [14] . If in the coordinate system of the first camera, the center of the second camera is visible in the direction , and the pro− jective plane of the first camera is defined by the equation z f = , then, the epipole b of the first camera belongs to this plane and to the epipolar line. With respect to the directional vector u, the epipole b is its scaled version
Symmetrically, the epipole ¢ b of the second camera is of the form of
Where prims denote the same objects as in Eq. (19) , but with respect to the second camera.
Further instead of the symbol ¢ u , we will use the symbol v (cf. Fig. 5 )
If the coordinate system of the second camera is repre− sented by the matrix R with respect to the coordinate system of the first camera, then, we have the obviuos relationships of the directional vectors u v ,
If the coordinate systems are orthogonal, then, the rela− tionships are simpler
Equations (21) and (22) do not depend on epipoles while expressing the concept of the camera pose which is identi− fied as the pair ( , ) R u (cf. Fig. 6 ). Analogous relationships for epipoles are somewhat more complex
In further discussion we develop the theory of epipolar decomposition with respect to the vectors , u v , -having in mind that they are scaled versions of epipoles. It allows us to describe applications of the proposed theory not only in the context of multi−camera systems.
Problem of coordinate systems orientation for two observers
Suppose that an observer O watches in his coordinate sys− tem another observer ¢ O at the direction u (cf. Fig. 6 ). In turn, assume that the observer ¢ O watches in his coordinate system the observer O at the direction v.
The orientation problem requires a definition of the ori− entation matrix R of the observer ¢ O with respect to the observer O.
A solution is not unique as there are infinitely many rotation matrices R satisfying the condition of the mutual watch u R v = -( ). For instance if -= v e z , then the orientation problem is reduced to redirection problem with, as we already know, an infinite number of solutions.
The solutions of orientation problem is characterised in the quaternion domain. Let us define the set 
Hence q Î Q u v , . Equation (24) belongs to the fundamental relationships of the proposed theory. Hence q* is the unit length quaternion which definies a rotation.
Theorem on quaternion epipolar decomposition
Since 
Camera pose representations
One of the benefits of quaternion epipolar decomposition is an opportunity of transferring to representations more con− venient for memory savings and time efficiency in applica− tion discussed in the next points. Namely, we distinguish two types of representation for the pose ( , ) R u : 
u u v v
In practice it is useful to have defined algorithms of tran− sitions between the representations. Their symbols are intro− duced in the diagram in Fig. 7 .
The algorithm A 0 uses the spherical equations defined by the functions l and μ.
a a t b b 1 2 1 2 . The algorithm A 1 refers to the transition from the rota− tion matrix R to the quaternion q. This conversion we denote by R a q. (4) and (5) 
Essential bilinear form in quaternion domain
In epipolar geometry the concept of essential matrix bilinear form is of primary importance: x Ey t [15] [16] [17] .
Quaternion epipolar decomposition for camera pose identification and animation
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We apply lerp and slerp to the elements of pose ( , ) R u various representations.
Animation of object location
We consider two approaches: 1. The linear approach: 
d t lerp t c c c t t u t
In the spherical case the object can move along a trajec− tory which is a straight line.
Then lerp produces We draw the following trajectories:
Animation of object orientation
The linear interpolation, both regular and spherical for the matrices R( ) 0 and R( ) 1 results in animation of the orientation. However, the intermediate results produce nonorthogonal axes of Cartesian system. The same observation refers to linear interpolation of corresponding columns or rows of the matrices R( ) 0 and R( ) 1 . This is the reason why quaternions are so important in computer graphics and computer vision. Namely, the rota− tion quaternion is an ideal object for the spherical linear interpolation.
In this section, we show how the epipolar quaternion decomposition can be used for the animation not only the orientation of cameras, but their poses, as well. Moreover, the spherical interpolation can be applied here to the direc− tional vectors u and v, instead of the quaternion q.
As a matter of fact, there are applied two linear spherical interpolations for the vectors ( , ) u v and two linear scalar interpolations for ( , ) t d . Then, the full object movement is defined.
We define three independent animation algorithms C 1 , C 2 , C 3 : 1. The algorithm C 1 animates the object via the matrix R t ( ) which is recovered from the quaternion q( ) t by using the operation q r 2 ( ) x n 1 , , K be points of the discrete object. The algo− rithm C i transforms them to points y y n 1 , , K . Then the algorithms C 1 , C 2 , C 3 are of the following form.
Algorithm C t c c
K. Algorithm C 1 and C 2 animate the object exactly in the same way, i.e. for the same input points x i we obtain the same output points y i n i , , , = 1 K . In the contemporary technology of graphics' shaders, the transformation Rx c i + is faster than the transformationx i , as it uses the optimized builtin function. Therefore, the processing time of GPU is shorter for the algorithm C 1 , than for the algorithm C 2 . However, the processing time of CPU which spent to change the shader's state (R, q are the part of the state variable called uniform) is significantly lon− ger for the algorithm C 1 . It follows also from the high cost of the conversion function q r 2 . The time complexity of the algorithm C 3 is comparable with the time complexity of the algorithm C 2 , on GPU and somewhat higher on CPU. The important advantage of C 3 is its higher flexibility as the set of animation parameters is extended.
On the other hand, we could ignore the spherical inter− polation of the location c t ( ) and obtain the algorithm C 4 : 
Application for camera pose identification
Camera pose identification can be performed indirectly by identification of the essential matrix E [6, 15] . A standard method to find E is 8−point algorithm which gives an initial point for iterations of Levenberg Marquard method (LMM) [18] . In both stages quadratic objective function is used with respect to the values of essential bilinear form, normalised respectively. Finally, by using SVD [5] of E, the pose (R,u) is established. However, there is a weak point of this approach: during one iteration step, the next approximation of E can leave the manifold of essential matrices. The projection back to the manifold is the known procedure, but it may increase the convergence time.
In our approach we use an initial rough estimation for ( , , ) u v t representation of the camera pose. It follows from the experimental setup. Next LMM procedure is used in the pose domain of ( , , ) u v t representation. Therefore, we never leave the manifold of essential matrices and the conver− gence is faster.
Pose identification process is a general procedure of model fitting to data points. We are given K pixels x k in the image of the first camera and the correspong pixels y k from the image of the second camera, k K = 1, , K . Each pair of points (x, y) contributes to the objective function the value of the essential form normalised by the factor which is either the distance from the epipolar line or to the epipolar plane (cf. Fig. 10 ) [19, 20] .
Error terms for LMM objective function
We use the following error expression components: 1. The error e xy for the bilinear form ¢ 
Since each of the corresponding pair ( , ) x y contributes in two terms of the error function, then we obtain 2K terms of error function in LMM optimization procedure. However, in case of plane distances, denominators are independent of unknown parameters and, therefore, it is convenient to merge both terms together in one error term. Hence:
1. In case of epipolar line distances we compute two error terms e 2 1 K -and e 2K , for k
2. In case of epipolar plane distances we compute one merged error term e k , for k
We may simplify the computation of norms for the vec− tors Ey, E x t , as follows:
1. The norm of the vector is determined by the vector y and the directional vector x:
2. The norm of the vector E x t is determined by the vector x and the directional vector u :
Finally, the optimization algorithm for pose identifica− tion has the form: 
b) the epipolar plane, for k
3. Output: the result of the procedure applied in 5D space of ( , , ) u v t representation of the camera pose.
Experiments with camera pose identification
In order to verify experimentally the proposed algorithms, a series of 1000 randomly selected camera poses were selected together with images of eight points in the calibra− tion scene. Additionally, the projection errors were simulated accor− ding to the normal distribution with cut−off intervals. The interval length creates a geometric sequence with the quo− 
Application for rendering intermediate views
Rendering of intermediate views in free viewpoint televi− sion (FTV) in the proposed approach requires konowledge of essential matrices wrt cameras used for image interpola− tion [1] [2] [3] 22, 26] .
In the first point we consider the problem of virtual pix− els which correspond to real pixels imaging the same point in the scene.
In the second point we show how essential matrices can be established for the virtual camera using solely parameters delivered by its animation procedures.
The virtual pixel
In the pose identification the essential matrix referred to the pose of one real camera wrt another one. Here, we use essential matrices in pairs (real camera, virtual camera).
FTV application refers to the basic property of the essential matrix which follows from vanishing of values of essential bilinear form computed on corresponding pixels [4, 23, 24] . Namely, if a spatial point is visible in the i−th camera at the pixel The problem is not insignificant if we realize that pass− ing of the virtual camera through the line connecting epi− poles makes a temporary singularity of this equation set. Therefore, a method which is less fragile to this kind of sin− gularity should be preferred. Since then there is a chance of visually smooth transition through the area of singularity. In the experiments the virtual camera position tends to a selected point on the two poles line and its orientation tends to the orientation of the first camera. The unxpected conclusion is that a simple Cramer's equationsa are better than more sophisticated method using pseudo−inverse matrix (cf. Fig. 16 ).
Essential matrix from animation parameters
The animated virtual camera k which travels between two real cameras i, j, at any time t determines two essential matrices E t ik ( ) and E t jk ( ). The animation process delivers the information on the configuration [ ( ), ( )] R t c t of virtual camera with respect to a common reference Cartesian coordinate system.
Recalculating the camera poses to the coordinate system of the camera i−th and the camera j−th is based on the dia− gram in Fig. 17 .
The configuration [ ( ), ( )] R t c t is obtained from the anima− tion algorithm either directly (algorithm C 1 ) or after the con− version (the remaining algorithms C 2 , C 3 , C 4 ).
The essential matrix E ik with respect to the i-th camera we compute from the definition R t u Rik 
Conclusions
The results of our research show the new perspective on applications of quaternions. In literature of computer vision, computer graphics, and robotics, the use of quaternions is exclusively related to 3D rotation representation and inter− polation [8, 25] . In this paper we demonstrate how epipoles in multi−camera systems can be used to represent camera poses in the quaternion domain. The concept is based on the decomposition of the rota− tional quaternion into epipole rotational quaternions and z−axis rotational quaternions.
Moreover, the quadratic form of the essential matrix is related to the quaternion factors. In this way five pose para− meters are distributed into three independent rotational qua− ternions. The decomposition leads to a measurement error separation at camera pose identification and greater flexibil− ity at virtual camera animation.
The experimental results refer to the design of free view− point television. They confirm applicability of the approach for virtual objects animation, real camera pose identifica− tion, and rendering intermediate views for FTV.
